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Implementing Service Quality in IP NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Why implement service quality? Is it possible to ensure reliable service quality in multi-service IP networks? Which technologies help in making end-to-end quality of service a realistic business proposition?    

In Implementing Service Quality in IP Networks, Vilho Räisänen answers these questions and more. The author...
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Beyond Reason: Eight Great Problems That Reveal the Limits of ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A mind-bending excursion to the limits of science and mathematics      
      Are some scientific problems insoluble? In Beyond Reason, internationally acclaimed math and science author A. K. Dewdney answers this question by       examining eight insurmountable mathematical and scientific roadblocks that have stumped thinkers across the...
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Properties of Semiconductor Alloys: Group-IV, III-V and II-VI SemiconductorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The main purpose of this book is to provide a comprehensive treatment of the materials aspects of group-IV, III−V and II−VI semiconductor alloys used in various electronic and optoelectronic devices. The topics covered in this book include the structural, thermal, mechanical, lattice vibronic, electronic, optical and carrier transport...
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Nutrition for Foodservice and Culinary ProfessionalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	THIS BOOK IS WRITTEN FOR students in hotel, restaurant, and institution management programs and culinary programs. Practicing management and culinary professionals will find it useful as well. As with previous editions, this is meant to be a practical how-to book tailored to the needs of students and professionals. It is written for those who...
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Rapid PsychiatryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	"Rapid Psychiatry" is the fifth title in the "Rapid" series of short revision notes books, covering key information in a simple and easily accessible format, using a mnemonic to aid recall. This book provides an excellent revision tool in the run-up to exams, but is also useful for clinical students working on their...
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Atlas of Clinically Important FungiJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Although there are many texts that provide quality information for the identification of fungi, researchers and technologists rarely have time to read the text. Most are rushed for time and seek morphological information that helps guide them to the identification of fungi.


	The Atlas of Clinically Important Fungi provides...
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Data Mining Using SAS Enterprise Miner (Wiley Series in Computational Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Data Mining Using SAS Enterprise Miner introduces the readers to data mining using SAS Enterprise Miner v4. This book will reveal the power and ease of use of the powerful new module in SAS that will introduce the readers to the various configuration settings and subsequent results that are generated from the various nodes in Enterprise Miner that...
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Cryptology UnlockedJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Cryptology includes data encryption (cryptography), cryptographic protocols and code breaking to provide the fundamentals of data security.
   This new book introduces cryptography in a unique and non-mathematical style. Cryptology Unlocked explains encryption, crypto analysis (classic and modern algorithms), cryptographic...
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Head First JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2008
So you're ready to make the leap from writing HTML and CSS web pages to creating dynamic web applications. You want to take your web skills to the next level. And you're finally ready to add "programmer" to the resume. It sounds like you're ready to learn the Web's hottest programming language: JavaScript. Head First JavaScript...
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The Fifth Postulate: How Unraveling A Two Thousand Year Old Mystery Unraveled the UniverseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
What do Einstein's theory of relativity, string theory, and lots of other mind-bending—and space-bending—revelations of modern physics have in common? None of them could have been discovered until scientists and mathematicians recognized an uncomfortable truth—that there was a reason the world's greatest mathematical minds had...
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Currency Strategy: A Practitioner's Guide to Currency Trading, Hedging and ForecastingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
John Maynard Keynes reference to the  animal spirits , that elemental force which drives financial markets in herd-like fashion, was applied to the stock market. However, he might as well have been referring to the currency market, for the term sums up no other more perfectly. A market that is volatile and unpredictable, a market that...
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Rare Event Simulation using Monte Carlo MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
In a probabilistic model, a rare event is an event with a very small probability of occurrence. The forecasting of rare events is a formidable task but is important in many areas. For instance a catastrophic failure in a transport system or in a nuclear power plant, the failure of an information processing system in a bank, or in the communication...
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